
OCTOBER 2021

JUSTIFICATION OF LENDER

This is just a reminder to use the “total cost over x years” data, rather than the 
FCA cheapest cost data, when recommending the cheapest product to the 
client.  Since the Mortgage Brain software updated there has been a change 
to the Mortgage Brain output which is now being ordered by the FCA column.  
We are working with Mortgage Brain to try to fix this problem.  Please refer to 
our Compliance News 15/20 which can be found on the Knowledge Hub for a 
reminder of the background information. 

RECORD KEEPING – RECOMMENDING IP TO NHS WORKERS

We have updated the Protection RWLs to include some new wording to assist 
you where you recommend Income Protection to individuals working in the 
NHS.  Here is the wording:

“I have recommended an income protection policy with 
a monthly benefit of £x to run until you are x years of age, 
which is until your stated intended retirement age, because 
you wanted to insure against partial loss of income due to 
being unfit to work.

As you are employed by the NHS as a doctor/surgeon/
nurse/midwife**/dentist* the amount of sick pay you 
would receive in the event of illness depends on your length 
of service.  If this is less than 5 years the amount you would 
receive will be less than the maximum available from them 
of 6 months full pay and 6 months half pay.

I have therefore recommended cover with Aviva*/
Legal & General/LV^^/Royal London/Vitality/Zurich as 
they guarantee to provide cover which matches your 
employer’s benefits during this period when you would not 
be eligible to receive the maximum from them.

*Aviva do not offer these terms to NHS Dentists

**LV do not offer these terms to NHS Dentists or Midwives” 

ADVERTISING 

With news in the press that the Advertising Standards Agency has just 
banned a mortgage advert from Habito One, please be reminded that any 
form of advertising first needs to be approved by Pete Burgess, whether it be 
a flyer, brochure, mass email mailshot or social media post, to name but a 
few.
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FCA SARS ANALYSIS

The FCA have just published their analysis of firms’ financial crime reporting 
data.  Here are some highlights:

• The number of Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) reported to the 
National Crime Agency increased between 2017/18 and 2019/20 by 
around 22%.

• Automated sanctions are increasing year on year, with the data showing 
around a 16.5% increase over the three reporting periods analysed.

• Cybercrime is a top concern, with phishing, identity fraud and theft and 
hacking very high on most firms’ lists.

There are signs that the FCA is turning to an increased focus on anti-money 
laundering.

For us, we simply need to remain diligent in our “know your customer” 
process whilst processing applications to lenders.  Please remember that we 
need an electronic verification of ID and address where you do not see a new 
client face-to-face, but that a Zoom/Teams video call to the client is treated 
as face-to-face by FPG and lenders/insurers.  The electronic checks can be 
carried out by contacting Lynn Strange who just needs the individual’s full 
name, dob, address and nationality.

STAGED INCOME – THE LATEST TREND

It has been brought to our attention that lenders are seeing a rise in a new 
type of staged income.  The client’s net pay on a payslip is completely 
genuine, and so corresponds with their bank statements, but payslips are 
being doctored to include an increased level of employer deductions, thus 
increasing the gross pay and the potential maximum borrowing permitted 
by a lender.  Where you see any instances of large or unusual entries on a 
payslips please inform Pete Burgess before submitting your application.  This 
might be for things like chunky pension contributions which don’t really tally 
with earnings, or travel season tickets where you might not expect to see 
them for that occupation or small employer.  We acknowledge this is hard 
to identify, but please apply your usual plausibility tests to all elements of an 
employee’s remuneration package.

CPD 

Now that we are in Q4, you all just need to record your final 4 hours of 
mortgage CPD plus 4 hours of insurance CPD, to round off your 2021 CPD – 
thank you.

WINDOWS 11

A reminder for you to please NOT yet upgrade to the new Windows 11 as we 
are still waiting to hear from some firms about whether it will be compatible 
with their software, most notably Mortgage Brain and The Key.
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Here are a few highlights from our protection providers.  Please ensure you 
refer to the array of provider emails for all updates.  There are many more 
updates from insurers promoting their vast array of CPD knowledge and skills 
materials, delivered via webinar or recorded on their websites.

L&G

Another reminder that Legal & General have announced they are changing 
their protection commission payment system.  Beginning Tuesday December 
1st, L&G will be paying us commission only after a new client has made their 
first premium payment.  

Also, Scott McLoughlin, our GI BDM, will be away from the office on paternity 
leave, possibly for a couple of months.  In his absence, please contact either 
Lesley.wright@landg.com 07715 426471 or the GI team on ifasupport.gi@
landg.com   The team on this head office email address will be able to assist 
with all your GI policy queries, system issues and policy amendments, etc. 

ROYAL LONDON

RL have an array of sales aids to help your protection conversations, and 
these can all be accessed when you log in to their portal, and this includes 
their NI calculator to help with your IP sales to the self-employed.  RL also 
have their Marketing Suite with many pre-created adverts and mailers which 
can be branded FPG and include your personal contact details.  If you wish to 
use anything from their Marketing Suite, then I can confirm these items are 
all pre-approved by FPG already.  Please just let Pete Burgess know the first 
time you wish to use an item so that we can check the branding is correct – 
thank you.

ZURICH

Zurich are the latest insurer to relax some of the stringent underwriter 
controls brought about by Covid.  These include terms being offered to 
recent Covid sufferers, as well as increased sum assured limits and increased 
allowable loadings (where such cases might have recently been declined).

VITALITY

To support Becky Gabriel with your case progressions, we now have a new 
Franchise Case Manager.  It is Jessie Davey who can be contacted at jessie.
davey@vitality.co.uk  

Vitality have also been added to the Underwrite Me portal meaning you should 
be able to achieve an underwritten premium at the point of application if you 
choose to use this application route.
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A reminder that LV’s PSP (personal sick pay) product is great for a client 
working in a riskier occupation.  The product includes a £1,000 benefit 
guarantee, back to work support and access to their Doctor Services.  Please 
remember the product is age-banded meaning the monthly premium will 
increase each year to maintain the level of cover.

LV are currently plugging their Mortgage and Rent Cover product, which is 
not financially underwritten, i.e. no minimum income needed and no income 
checks at claim stage.  The product is purely linked to either mortgage 
payments or rental payments.  Whilst we recognise a place for this product 
for certain clients, we’d remind you of our Advice Standards which require 
you to recommend an agreed sum assured to meet your client’s regular 
commitments, and to their retirement age.  You can of course ski down to 
this product.

And finally from this insurer, an update following the announcement back 
in in December 2020 of their agreement to be acquired by the leading 
global investment firm, Bain Capital.  LV are recording a webinar (live on 4th 
November at 9.30am) providing more details on how it’s members will be 
affected (although it should be noted that these are not negative impacts 
and so please continue to recommend LV products where they are most 
suitable).

ASU COVER

A final reminder for those wishing to recommend AS or ASU products, and 
who do not yet have a login to the Best Insurance system.  Please inform Pete 
Burgess if this is required.

Executive IP, Full and Budget IP, Full and Budget Personal Sick Pay products.  

Also, their Fuel For Life newsletter is full of interesting information and so well 
worth a read (and think of the CPD!).
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In this mortgage update we are minimising the number of product or specific 
criteria changes as you can review these from the vast array of emails you 
receive from lenders each day.

BARCLAYS

Paul Hayward has been rewarded with a very well deserved promotion to 
Regional Manager at Barclays.  Paul is being replaced at BDM level (for RH & 
BN postcodes) by Wayne Hattrill.  Wayne can be contacted at wayne.hattrill@
barclays.com or 07827 807246. 

NATWEST

To ensure you receive all updates on cases from NatWest, please have the 
following email addresses added to your trusted email list:

• NWISMortgageupdate@Services.Natwest.com

• CustomerMaintenance@Services.Natwest.com

• CustomerWelcome@Services.Natwest.com

• NatwestComms@NWIS.Natwest.com

HALIFAX

A reminder from Halifax of the importance of correctly keying your client’s 
applications, and of the specific way in which to make any changes to an 
application, if necessary.  The key message is of the importance to never 
change the name, dob or other personal details from one individual to 
another, in any circumstances.  Instead, the lender’s communication of 11th 
October tells us the steps needed to make any changes.

BANK OF IRELAND

To help some landlords potentially get cheaper rates on certain properties, 
this lender has introduced Green Top Slicing mortgages for properties with 
an EPC of A, B or C.

 

FOUNDATION

Have produced a “guide to specialist residential clients” which might help 
you place some of those complex cases.

ACCORD – GROWTH SERIES

Beyond their products and flexible underwriting, Accord provides a lot of 
material to help support brokers in our roles.  The most recent of their “growth 
series” communications is a short mortgage market and economics update, 
and can be read from their email links or on their website.

 



Protection – Adviser League Table for October.
Well done to Scott for leading thew way on the protection league table last 
month.

Mortgages – Adviser League Table for October.
Well done to Dan Walsh for topping the table with a fantastic 30 mortgages 
in October.  Well done also to Phil Smith on his second spot with 27. 

  

 

And congratulations to everyone who has featured in either of these league 
tables for September – a tremendous effort all round.  As a reminder, 
please do ensure that you get your cases loaded on to your Point of Sale PE
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Mortgage Apps 

Daniel Walsh 30

Philip Smith  27

Rob Chart  27

Toby Quanstrom 22

Dan Fletcher   21

Jack Savory   19

Paul Goodey   19

Paul Ripley   18

David Little  18

Paul Gent   18

Carl Thorne   17

Dan Mules  15

Cathy Rafferty  14

Joanne Pope  14

Scott Sutton   14

Colin Mackay  13

Andy Poustie  12

Jim Maye   12

Trevor Farley  12

Peter Stickley  12

Charlotte Haddow  11

Eddie Rozario  10

Martin Ecroyd  10

Protection  Apps
 
Scott Sutton  24

Paul Gent   23

Rob Chart   17

Tim Dock   15

Jane Hutchinson  11

Lucy Diton   10
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Mortgage Apps 
 

Dan Mules  £6,650,000
Paul Goodey £5,907,609
Paul Goodey £3,964,061

Craig Thomas £3,750,000

David Wise  £3,750,000

David Wise  £2,850,000

Colin Mackay  £2,500,000

Paul Goodey  £2,400,995

Jim Cox  £2,063,495   

Lindsey Quirke  £1,875,000

Eddie Rozario £1,860,641

David Brown £1,787,500

David Brown  £1,585,179

David Wise  £1,580,011

David Wise  £1,522,500

David Brown  £1,500,000

Lindsey Quirke £1,440,000

Dan Mules  £1,438,116

David Little  £1,400,000

Paul Goodey  £1,390,222

Paul Goodey £1,375,878

Dan Mules  £1,375,680

Lindsey Quirke £1,368,749

Paul Goodey  £1,290,999

Lindsey Quirke £1,268,495

David Brown  £1,235,000  

Carrie Millin   £1,115,000

Craig Thomas £1,087,500

Karen Looker  £1,050,000

David Wise  £1,012,500

Matthew Holloway £1,088,000

Paul Goodey £1,000,999

Nigel Urban   £1,000,000

Joe Maskell   £1,000,000

Wilma Morton £1,000,000

Wilma Morton £1,000,000

David Wise  £1,000,000

Protection  Apps 
 
Phil Thomas   £2,151,800
Richard Lucy  £1,760,100
Phil Thomas   £1,427,883
Joe Maskell  £1000,000

Investment Apps
Sarah Hope   £3,600,000
Sarah Hope   £2,200,000

The Millionaire Club 
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FPG ZOOM MEETINGS

We continue to provide these weekly meetings, at 4pm on a Monday, 
to help bring you up-to-speed with latest industry developments and 
lender/insurer presentations.  They’re a great way to also help with 
your CPD requirements, and if you cannot attend a meeting, then 
you can always watch it at your convenience on our Knowledge Hub 
#Hangouts.

Thank you to Mortgage Brain, Coventry, HSBC, Guardian, NatWest, 
CSC Loans and Nationwide for joining us in these weekly meetings 
throughout October.

COMPETENCY RE-CERTIFICATION WORKSHOPS

We will soon be advising you of the proposed dates for these annual 
knowledge refreshers.  In the main it will again be an online event, 
similar to last year, but this year we will also be running a few face-to-
face sessions for those Advisers preferring to attend these workshops 
in our office.

FPG CONFERENCE – SAVE THE DATE

We have booked the Grand Hotel in Brighton for Friday 14th January 
2022.

WELCOME – MINTUP, A NEW AR WHO HAS JOINED FINANCE 
PLANNING

Please join us in welcoming 3 new Advisers all trading as “Mintup”.  They 
are Annmarie Baylan, Jonathan Holebrook and Ben Mitchell.  We wish 
them all much success in their new careers with the Finance Planning 
network.

COVID PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FPG HEAD OFFICE

Just a reminder for anyone wishing to use the office, please only come 
in if you have taken a negative LFT in the preceding day or two.  Also, if 
you do not come in regularly then please contact Lynn in advance to 
check that there is room, given the reduced numbers we are currently 
accommodating.  You will be allocated a desk when you arrive and 
please ensure you also check-in online.

We recommend you also take regular LFTs if you are seeing clients.

Thank you all for your co-operation in keeping your colleagues and 
clients safe.   

https://lnkd.in/eDJHYju 
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